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Abstract 
The concept of the cohomological dimension dime X is defined for any Tychonov (i.e., com- 
pletely regular and Hausdorff) space X and any countable abelian group G. We prove that 
dimG X = dimG vX, where VX denotes the Hewitt realcompactification of X. We also give 
a spectral characterization of the dimension dime. These two results allow us to reduce several 
problems concerning the dimension dimG of general spaces to the corresponding problems for 
Polish (i.e., completely metrizable and separable) spaces. For instance, we show that the inequality 
dimz (A U B) < dimz A + dimz B + 1, validity of which was known for metrizable spaces (Rubin 
[ 1991]), remains true in general. We also establish the existence of universal spaces of a given 
cohomological dimension and of a given weight, 0 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
The necessity of extending the cohomological dimension theory to larger classes of 
spaces is an unavoidable consequence of the development of this theory. Traditionally 
only two classes of spaces-the class of Hausdorff compacta and the class of metrizable 
spaces-have been considered, although there are several results stated for paracompact 
spaces (see [ 131 and [20] for extensive discussion of the related concepts and results 
for general spaces). To the best of our knowledge, there are no results concerning the 
cohomological dimension of nonnormal spaces. The reason is simple: finiteness of the 
dimension dimG X of a space X trivially implies the normality of X. It should be 
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observed that the usual covering dimension ‘dim’ is also undefined for nonnormal spaces. 
This is precisely why the classical definition of the dimension ‘dim’ has been modified and 
redefined in terms of finite cozero covers (instead of open covers). It is well known that 
the modified dimension (which is still denoted by ‘dim’) coincides with the classical one 
for normal spaces and is preserved by the Tech-Stone compactification. It is apparently 
less known how the modified dimension ‘dim’ can be described in terms of extensions 
of maps into spheres. In order to extend the definition of dimG to the class of non- 
normal spaces (and to describe the modified dimension ‘dim’ of such spaces) in terms 
of extensions of maps let us analyze closely the classical Extension Problem. The most 
general form of this problem asks: 
EP: Does a map f : Y + P, defined on a (closed) subspace Y of a space X, 
admit an extension f : X + P 
X 
i f 
t\ 
Yf_P ? 
Consider the category TYCH of Tychonov spaces and continuous maps on the one 
hand and the category VECT of vector spaces and linear maps on the other. There is a 
natural contravariant functor C : TYCH + VECT assigning to each space X the vector 
space C(X) of all continuous real-valued functions on X and to each continuous map 
f :X + Y the induced linear operator C(f) : C(Y) + C(X). Applying functor C to 
the above Extension Problem (see [27, Theorem I.l.lO]) we arrive to the corresponding 
Lifting Problem in the category VECT: 
LP: Does the map C(f) : C(P) + C(Y) have a lifting a: C(P) + C(X) (i.e., does 
there exist a map Q such that C(f) = C(i)o> 
C(X) 
4 &(p) ? 
C(Y) - 
The existence of such a lifting produces the following necessary condition for EP to 
have a solution. 
NC: C(f)(C(P)) = C(i)(o(C(P)) C C(rJ(C(X)) = C(X)/Y, where 
C(X)/Y = {‘p E C(Y): there exists (p E C(X) such that cp/Y = cp}. 
Obviously, by the Tietze-Urysohn Extension Theorem, condition NC is automatically 
satisfied for any f : Y + P defined on a closed subspace Y of a normal space X. 
Based on the above observation we arrive to the following definition (compare with 
[7, Definition 1.11): 
l Let X and P be Tychonov spaces. We say that P is an absolute extensor of X 
and write P E AE(X) if for each subspace Y of X any map f : Y + P such that 
C(f)(C(P)) C C(X)/Y has an extension f:X + P. 
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Note that we have dropped the requirement that Y is closed in X. It will be shown 
later (Proposition 3.2) that this can be done in the cases when P is a realcompact space 
(compare with [7, Corollary 1.91). 
It can also be shown [3, Theorem 2.201 that the inequality dimX 6 R is equivalent 
to the condition S” E AE(X) for any Tychonov space. 
In this paper we define a cohomological dimension dimG X with coefficient group 
G (only countable abelian groups are considered) of an arbitrary Tychonov space X as 
the smallest integer n such that K(G,n) E AE(X) in the above sense. Here K(G,n) 
stands for any Polish ANR-space homotopy equivalent to the corresponding Eilenberg- 
MacLane complex. According to remarks made above so defined cohomological di- 
mension coincides with the standard one for normal spaces. Our strategy of studying 
dimension dime X consists of two steps and reduces various problems posed for arbi- 
trary Tychonov spaces to similar problems posed for Polish spaces. The first step of this 
reduction is Theorem 3.5 which states that dimension dime is preserved by taking the 
Hewitt realcompactification VX of any space X (recall [ 11,181 that the integral cohomo- 
logical dimension dimz /3X of the tech-Stone compactification of a (locally compact) 
separable metrizable space X does not necessarily coincide with dimz X). It is known 
that the class of realcompact spaces coincides with class of the limit spaces of nice 
inverse spectra (Polish spectra) consisting of Polish spaces (see [7] or [9] for a compre- 
hensive discussion of this topic). Our main result (Theorem 4.4 and Corollary 4.6) states 
that the cohomological dimension of a realcompact space is determined by the cohomo- 
logical dimensions of elements of the mentioned Polish spectra (the second step of our 
program). In the final Section 6 we prove various properties of cohomological dimension 
of Tychonov spaces by using the above described scheme. For instance, we show (Propo- 
sition 6.1) that the dimensions dim and dimz coincide for finite-dimensional spaces. We 
also prove the Menger-Urysohn inequality for the dimension dim2 for z-embedded sub- 
spaces (Theorem 6.5) and the monotonicity of the cohomological dimension with respect 
to such subspaces (Corollary 6.9). In Section 5 we prove (Corollary 5.15) the existence of 
an universal space of a given cohomological dimension dimG and of a given R-weight. 
2. Preliminaries 
All spaces are assumed to be Tychonov (i.e., completely regular and Hausdorff) and all 
maps are continuous. Unless otherwise stated we consider only countable abelian groups. 
If G is such a group by K(G, n we denote any Polish ANR-space homotopy equivalent ) 
to the corresponding Eilenberg-MacLane complex. 
C(X) denotes the set of all continuous real-valued functions defined on X. A subset 
Y C: X is said to be a zero (respectively cozero) set in X if there is a function ‘p E C(X) 
such that Y = cp-’ (0) (respectively Y = ‘p-l (R - (0))). A subspace Y is C-embedded 
in X if for each ‘p E C(Y) there exists a function F E C(X) such that cp = Cp/Y. 
A subspace Y is z-embedded [2] in X if for each zero set F in Y there is a zero set 
2 in X such that F = 2 n Y. Obviously, C-embedded subspaces are z-embedded. 
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Every cozero subset of any space is z-embedded in it. Note also that every subspace of 
a perfectly normal space is z-embedded. 
z-embedded subspaces have the following useful property [9, Proposition 3.2.111: 
Proposition 2.1. Let Y be a z-embedded subspace of a space X. Then, for each function 
‘p E C(Y) there exist a countable family {GrL: n E w} of cozero subsets of X and a 
function (p E C(n{Gn: n E w}) such that Y C n{Gn: n E w} and F/Y E ‘p. 
Moreoven every map f : Y + P, where P is a Polish space, admits un extension f : Y + 
P where Y is a countable intersection of cozero subsets of X and Y c Y. 
2.1. Directed sets 
Let A be a partially ordered directed set (i.e., for every two elements a, b E A there 
exists an element c E A such that c > a and c > b). We say that a subset Al C A of 
A majorutes another subset A2 C A of A if for each element u2 E A2 there exists an 
element al E AI such that al > ~2. A subset which majorates A is called cojinal in A. A 
subset of A is said to be a chain if every two elements of it are comparable. The symbol 
sup B, where B C A, denotes the lower upper bound of B (if such an element exists 
in A). A subset B of A is said to be w-closed in A if for each countable chain C C B 
we have sup C E B whenever the element sup C exists in A. Finally, a directed set A 
is said to be w-complete if for each countable chain B of elements of A there exists an 
element sup B in A. A standard example of an w-complete set is the set exp, A of all 
countable subsets of any uncountable set A. 
Proposition 2.2. Let {Ak: k E w} be a countable collection of w-closed and cojinal 
subsets of an w-complete set A. Then the intersection 
n{Ak: k ~w} 
is also cofinal and w-closed in A. 
Corollary 2.3. For each countable subset B of an w-complete set A there exists an 
element c E A such that c 3 b for each b E B. 
The following proposition [26], known as the scheme of the spectral search, is an 
useful tool of studying inverse spectra. 
Proposition 2.4. Let A be an w-complete set, L C A2, and suppose the following three 
conditions are satisfied: 
l Existence: For each a E A there exists b E A such that (a, b) E L. 
l Majorantness: Zf (a, b) E L and c > b, then (a, c) E L. 
l w-closedness: Let {ak: k E w} be a countable chain in A with a = sup{uk: k E w}. 
Zf (uk, c) E L for some c E A and each k E w, then (a, c) E L. 
Then the set of all L-reflexive elements of A (an element a E A is said to be L-reflexive 
if (a, u) E L) is cojinal and w-closed in A. 
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2.2. Inverse spectra 
If Sx = {X,, pt, A} is an inverse spectrum, then p, : lim SX -+ X, denotes the ath 
limit projection. All limit projections of inverse spectra considered below have dense 
images, i.e., clx, p,(limSx) = X,. 
We say that a spectrum SX = {X,, pg, A} is factorizing if for each real-valued con- 
tinuous function ‘p : lim SX + R there exist an index o E A and a function (P~ : X, + R 
such that cp = (polpcu. 
The spectrum SX = {X,, pt , A} is said to be w-continuous if for each countable 
chain B in A with sup B = p, the diagonal product Ll{pg: Q E B} maps the space X0 
homeomorphically onto the space lim{ X, i p!, B}. 
The spectrum SX = {X,, p!, A} . IS said to be a Polish spectrum if: 
l X, is a Polish space for each cy E A. 
l The spectrum SX is factorizing. 
l The spectrum SX is w-continuous. 
l The indexing set A of Sx is w-complete. 
Two basic examples of factorizing spectra are described in the following two propo- 
sitions [26, Propositions 1.6, 1.7 and Remark 1.11. 
Proposition 2.5. Let SX = {X,, pi, A} b e a spectrum consisting of spaces X, Suslin 
numbers of which are countable. If all limit projections are open surjections and if the 
indexing set A is w-complete, then the spectrum SX is factorizing. 
Proposition 2.6. Let SX = {X,, pt. A} b e a spectrum with surjective limit projections. 
If lim SX is Lindelof and if the indexing set A is ul-complete, then the spectrum Sx is 
factorizing. 
The proof of the following statement (known as the Spectral Theorem) can be found in 
[9, Theorem 3.2.201 (compare with [26] where the spectra with surjective limit projections 
were considered). 
Theorem 2.7. Each map f : lim SX + 1imSy between the limit spaces of two Polish 
spectra SX = {X,,pi, A} and Sy = {Ye, q!, A} is induced by a morphism of cojinal 
and w-closed subspectra. If f is a homeomorphism, we may assume that the above 
morphism is an isomorphism. 
2.3. Realcompact spaces 
In order to use Theorem 2.7 we need to characterize the limit spaces of Polish spectra. 
This is done in the following proposition [9, Proposition 3.2.171 (see also [3]). 
Proposition 2.8. The following conditions are equivalent for any space X: 
(1) X is a realcompact space (i.e., X is homeomorphic to a closed subspace of some 
power of the real line). 
(2) X is the limit space of some Polish spectrum. 
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To each space X we can assign a completely determined realcompact space vX, the so- 
called Hewitt reaZcompact$cation of X. Let us describe the construction of vX. Consider 
the canonical embedding ix = n{‘p: cp E C(X)} : X + Rccx) and identify X with its 
image ix(X). The closure of X in Rccx) is a realcompact space which contains X as a 
dense C-embedded subspace. This closure is the Hewitt realcompactification of X. It can 
be shown [19] that YX is completely characterized (up to a homeomorphism) by these 
properties. Realcompact spaces can be defined as spaces satisfying the equation X = vX. 
Another, sometimes more convenient description of YX can be obtained as follows. 
Embed X as a z-embedded subspace into a realcompact space Y (for example, the 
Tech-Stone compactification ,BX) and consider the intersection of all cozero subsets of 
Y containing X. It is not difficult to see that X is C-embedded in this intersection, which 
of course is realcompact. Using this description, we may assume that X C VX c ,0X 
and, consequently, dim X = dim vX. Further, one can show [ 191 that: 
(a) VX is the smallest realcompact subspace of PX containing X. 
(b) VX is the largest subspace of PX containing X as a C-embedded subspace. 
The correspondence X H VX is functorial. For each map f : X + Y we can assign a 
map vf : VX + VY which coincides with f on X. In particular, every map f : X --+ Y 
into a realcompact space admits an extension f : VX + Y. 
In Section 5 we make use of the following cardinal invariant known [6,7] as R-weight: 
R-w(X) = min{ r 3 w: X is homeomorphic to a C-embedded subspace of R' }. 
Note that the R-weight is countable precisely for Polish spaces. 
The following statement (see [2] or [4, Corollary 1.41) will be needed in the proof of 
Theorem 6.5. 
Proposition 2.9. Ifa Tychonov space X is the union of a countable family of z-embedded 
realcompact subspaces, then X is realcompact. 
3. Definition of cohomological dimension 
As was mentioned in the Introduction the concept of the cohomological dimension in 
the class of Tychonov spaces is based on the following definition. 
Definition 3.1. Let X and P be Tychonov spaces. We say that P is an absolute extensor 
of X and write P E AE(X) if for each subspace Y of X any map f : Y 4 P such that 
C(f)(C(P)) c C(X)/Y has an extension J: X -+ P. 
Proposition 3.2. Let P be a realcompact space. Then the following conditions are equiv- 
alent for any space X: 
(1) P E AE(X). 
(2) For each closed subspace Y of X any map f: Y + P such that C(f)(C(P)) C_ 
C(X)/Y has an extension f: X -+ P. 
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Proof. It suffices to prove the implication (2) =+ (1). Let X be a space, Y be a subspace 
of X and f:Y --+ P be a map such that C(f)(C(P)) C C(X)/Y. Since P is a 
Tychonov space the map i : P --+ R c(p), defined by letting i(x) = {P(Z): ‘p E C(P)}, 
is an embedding. It is easy to see that i(P) is C-embedded in Rc(p). Consequently, by 
the realcompactness of P, i(P) is closed in Rccp). For simplicity we identify P with 
i(P). Let 7r9: Rccp) -+ R, = R denote the natural projection onto the corresponding 
coordinate space. Since C(f)(C(P)) C C(X)/Y, the composition off : Y -+ R, has an 
extension t& : X + R, for each cp E C(P). Then the diagonal product f’ = a{&+,: y E 
C(P)} maps the space X into the product Rccp) and extends the map f. In particular, 
f’(Y) C P. The continuity of f’ implies (recall that P is closed in Rccp)) that 
f’( clx(Y)) c Cl@(P) (f’(Y)) c: Cl@(P) P = P. 
Consequently, the restriction g = f’/ clx Y maps the closed subspace clx Y of X into 
P. Also, if ‘p E C(P), then cp = nV/P and consequently & is an extension of the 
composition cpg (indeed, $, is an extension of rrVf and Y is dense in clx Y). This 
shows that C(g)(C(P)) C: C(X)/clx Y. 
By (2), the map g : clx Y + P has an extension 9 : X + P. It only remains to observe 
that g/Y = f. This completes the proof. 0 
If, in the above proposition, P is a Polish space then we can be more specific. First 
we need the following statement: 
Lemma 3.3. Let SX = {X,, pt , A} be a factorizing spectrum whose indexing set A is 
w-complete, Y be a subspace of X = 1imSx and P be a Polish space. For each map 
f : Y + P such that C(f)(C(P)) c C(X)/Y there exist an index Q: E A and a map 
fa : clx, pa(Y) + P such that f = f,p,/Y. 
Proof. We identify P with a closed subspace of R” = n{Rn: n E w}, where R, is 
a copy of the real line R, n E w. Let 7riT, : R” + R, denote the projection onto the 
nth coordinate space, n E w. By the assumption, the map 7r,f E C(f)(C(P)) has an 
extension gn E C(X), n E w. Since the spectrum SX is factorizing, there exist an index 
(Y, E A and a map ban : Xan + R, such that gn = ha,p,,, n E w. By Corollary 2.3, 
there exists an index Q E A such that cy 3 (Y, for each n E w. Let h, = h,%pz_, n E w. 
Consider the diagonal product fD = A{ h,: n E w} : X, + R”. Clearly f = fapa/Y 
and hence fa(pa(Y)) C P. The continuity of fa and the closedness of P in R” imply 
that fa(cl~,(p,(Y))) C P. 0 
Proposition 3.4. Let P be a Polish space. Then the following conditions are equivalent 
for any space X: 
(1) P E AE(X). 
(2) For each closed subspace Y of X any map f : Y -+ P such that C(f) (C(P)) C 
C(X)/Y has an extension f: X -+ P. 
(3) For each zero set Y of X any map f : Y + P such that C(f)(C(P)) C C(X)/Y 
has an extension f : X + P. 
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Proof. Since every Polish space is realcompact conditions (1) and (2) are equivalent by 
Proposition 3.2. 
The implication (1) + (3) is trivial. 
Let us prove the implication (3) + (1). Let Y be a subspace of a space X and f : Y + 
P be a map such that C(f)(C(P)) C C(X)/Y. C onsider the Hewitt realcompactification 
VX of the space X. By Proposition 2.8, VX is the limit space of some Polish spectrum 
Sx = {X,,pp,, A}. S’ mce X is C-embedded in VX and since C(f)(C(P)) G C(X)/Y, 
we have C(f)(C(P)) C C(vX)/Y. Applying Lemma 3.3 to the realcompact space 
VX and to its subspace Y, we conclude that there exist an index c~ E A and a map 
fa : clx, p,(Y) + P such that f = folpa/Y. Let 2 = X n f;’ (clx, p,(Y)) and 
g = fapa/Z. Observe that 2 is a zero set in X and g : 2 + P is an extension of f. Also 
observe that if cp E C(P), then the map yfa : clx, pa(Y) + R has an extension $,, E 
X, (since clx, pa(Y) is closed in the Polish space X,). Then the map $J~P~/X is an 
extension of the composition ‘pg = cpfap,/Z. This shows that C(g)(C(P)) & C(X)/Z. 
By (3), there is a map g:X + P such that g/Z = g. Clearly, g/Y = g/Y = f. This 
completes the proof. 0 
Theorem 3.5. Let P be a Polish ANR-space. Then the following conditions are equiv- 
alent for each space X: 
(1) P E AE(X). 
(2) P E AE(vX). 
Proof. (1) + (2). Let Y be a subspace of the Hewitt realcompactification VX of X 
and f : Y + P be a map such that C(f)(C(P)) G C(uX)/Y. Since P is a Polish 
ANR-space, there exist a cozero set U of vX, a zero set 2 of VX and a map i: U --+ P 
such that Y C 2 C U and f/Y = f ( see [9, Definition 3.3.3 and Proposition 3.3.101). 
Consider a cozero set G and a zero set F of VX such that Z C G C F C U. Let 
f = f/F and g = f/(F n X). 
We now show that C(g)(C(P)) c C(X)/(F n X). Let cp E C(P) and consider the 
function pf E C(F). This function has an extension cpf” E C(U) and, consequently, by 
[9, Proposition 3.2.121, there is a function ?I, E C(YX) such that G/F = cpf. Then the 
function $/X in an extension of the composition yg. This shows that C(g)(C(P)) C 
C(X)/(F n X). S ince P E AE(X), the map g has an extension g’ : X + P. Finally, 
since P is a separable metrizable space, there is a map g : vX -+ P such that g/X = g’. 
Obviously, g/(G n X) = j/(G n X). S’ mce G n X is dense in G, this shows that 
g/G = f”/G and, consequently, g/Y = f. This proves that P E AE(vX). 
(2) + (1). Let 2 be a subspace of X and f : 2 + P be a map satisfying the 
condition C(f)(C(P)) C C(X)/Z. S’ mce X is C-embedded in VX we have that 
G(P)(G(P)) c G(uX)lZ. C onsequently, by (2), there is a map f’ : vX --+ P such 
that f’/Z = f. Clearly, the map f = f’/X is the desired extension of f over X. This 
completes the proof. 0 
Corollary 3.6. Let P be a Polish space and dimX = 0. Then P E AE(X). 
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Proof. Since dimvX = 0, we may assume, by Theorem 3.5, that X is realcompact. 
By [6, Theorem I], X is the limit space of a Polish spectrum Sx = {X,. pg> A} 
consisting of zero-dimensional Polish spaces. Let Y C X and j’ : Y + P be a map such 
that C(f)(C(P)) C C(X)/Y. By Lemma 3.3, there exist an index N E A and a map 
& : cl.~,, AIL 4 P such that f = ~‘Q~/Y. Let r,, : X,, + clx,, pa(Y) be a retraction. 
Then the composition ,f = f(,r~~ is the desired extension of f. 0 
Corollary 3.7. Let P be u Polish space. Then the ,following conditions are equivalent 
for any pseudocompact space X: 
(I) P E AE(X). 
(2) P E AE@X). 
Proof. Observe that for pseudocompact spaces PX = VX and apply Theorem 3.5. 0 
Corollary 3.8. Let X be a space aad P and L be Polish ANR-spaces such that P 
homotopy dominates L. If P E AE(X), then L E AE(X). 
Proof. By Theorem 3.5, we may assume without loss of generality that X is a real- 
compact space. Let S-y = {X,, pi, A} be a Polish spectrum such that 1imSx = X. 
Consider a subspace Y C X and a map f : Y + L such that C(f)(C(L)) C C(X)/Y. 
Our goal is to extend f over X. By assumption, there exist maps 9 : P --) L and 
u’ : L + P such that +$ r” idL. Consider the composition g = $f : Y -+ P. Clearly 
%)(C(P)) C C(f)(C(L)) C C(X)/Y an since P E AE(X), there exists an exten- d 
sion ,g : X + P of g. Since the spectrum SX is a factorizing spectrum, there exist an index 
(11 E A and a map &, : X,, + P such that ij = &,p,,. By Lemma 3.3 we can find an 
index 02 E A and a map .fn2 : cl~,,~ (p,,(Y)) + L such that f = fcy~pcyz/Y. Let (Y E A 
and 0 b N,, i = 1.2. Let also gN = gcy,pE, and fey = fnz@&/cl.yn &(Y)). Clearly 
.(/ = .&JI~, f = fcypcy/Y and &/clx,? (p,(p)) = q?fn. Since cp~J = idL, we have 
By the Homotopy Extension Theorem, fa has an extension fLy :X, + L. Then the 
composition f = .f& extends f over X. This completes the proof. 0 
Let G be a countable abelian group. By K(G. n) we denote a Polish ANR-space 
homotopy equivalent to the corresponding Eilenberg-MacLane complex. 
Definition 3.9. For a space X and a countable abelian group G we define the cohomo- 
logical dimension dimG X of X with coefficient group G as the smallest integer n such 
that K(G.71) E AE(X). 
Corollary 3.8 shows that the above definition is correct and does not depend on the 
choice of K(G, n). 
Theorem 3.5 implies the following statement: 
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Corollary 3.10. Let X be a space and G be a countable abelian group. Then dimG X = 
dirnG VX. 
Corollary 3.11. Let X be a pseudocompact space and G be a countable abelian group. 
Then dimG X = dimG ,L?X. 
Remark 3.12. Throughout this paper we assume as known analogs of basic facts of 
(cohomological) dimension theory in the class of separable metrizable spaces. For in- 
stance, the Monotonicity Theorem states that P E AE(X) implies P E AE(Y) for each 
subspace Y of a separable metrizable space X; the Countable Sum Theorem guarantees 
the relation P E AE(X) whenever a space X is presented as the union X = UT=“=, XI, 
of closed subspaces XI, with P E AE(X,+) for each k = 1,2, . . 
4. Spectral description of cohomological dimension 
In this section we give a spectral characterization of cohomological dimension of 
realcompact spaces. 
Below we use an idea of Olszewski [23] (compare with [22]). For the readers conve- 
nience we give here corresponding definitions from [23]. 
Suppose we are given a Polish ANR-space P and an inverse sequence {X,,pE+‘}. 
For each space X, we are given its metrizable compactification K, with the property that 
P, . n+l . Xn+ 1 + X, extends to a map qn+l : K n+l 
a countable closed base U, = { Uz: kn= 1,2, . 
-+ K,. For every space K, distinguish 
. .} with the following properties: 
(1) (qT)-l(Uc) E .?& for any n < m and k = 1,2,. . . 
(2) The intersection of any finite subcollection of & belongs to Z&. 
We define basic maps by induction. For every i72 the set [Ut , P] of all homotopy 
classes of maps from Uz to P is countable. For any n, k = 1,2,. . . and any such 
homotopy class fix a representative (of this class) and call it a basic map of order 0. 
Suppose that basic maps of order T have already been defined. 
Consider any sets UT, %m E U, and UF, Vin E L& such that UT C int(q,“)-‘(Up), 
(42)-l (Kn) C int Fm, where n 6 m, and a basic map h : D + P of order not greater 
than T, where D C K, contains UF n yn, with the property that hqF/(qz)-‘(D) 
extends over X, U (qF)-‘(II). F ix an extension a. There is only a countable collection 
of maps /3 : UT n Vjm + P such that 
P(Z) = h(q,“(z)) for z E UT n (q;)-‘(Kn) 
up to homotopy relative to UJ?” n (qz)-’ (Kn). F or every such homotopy class of maps 
fix a representative. The maps Q and ,D determine a map 
y: (X, - int(qr)-‘(U..)) u ((qr)-‘(Up n Kn)) u (Uy n 5”) -+ P. 
So defined maps are called basic maps of order r + 1. 
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A map is basic if it is a basic map of order T for some T E w. Clearly, the collection 
of basic maps is countable and every basic map is defined on a subset D C K, which 
is the union of a closed subset of K, and a closed subset of X, for some n = 1,2, . . 
The following result was proved in [23, Proposition 2.11. 
Proposition 4.1. Let X = lim{X,,pz+‘}. If for each basic map h : D --+ P, D is a 
subset of K,, there exists an m 3 n such that the composition hq~/(q~)-’ (D) extends 
over X, U (qz)-l(D), then P E AE(X). 
The following corollary (compare with [29, Lemma 2.11, [25]) of the above proposition 
will be used in the proof of Theorem 4.4. 
Corollary 4.2. Let P be a Polish ANR-space and let S = lim{X,, pE+‘, w} be an 
inverse sequence consisting of Polish spaces X, such that P E AE(X,) for each n E irl. 
Then P E AE(limS). 
Proof. First we construct an “ambient” inverse sequence S = {K,, qE+‘, w} consisting 
of metrizable compact spaces K, and maps qE+l : K,+I + K, so that X, is a dense 
subspace of K, and p, n+’ = qt+’ /X, for each n E w. Existence of such a sequence im- 
mediately follows from the following elementary claim proof of which is left to the reader. 
Claim. Let p: X + Y be a map between Polish spaces and T be a metrizable com- 
pactijcation of Y. Then there exist a metrizable compactification K of X and a map 
q : K -+ T such that p = q/K. 
In order to show that P E AE(lim S) we apply Proposition 4.1. Let h : D + P 
be a basic map with D & K,. By [28, Exercise 11, h extends up to homotopy to 
h’ : V + P, where V is an open subset of the compacturn K, containing D. Since D 
is the union of a closed subset of K, and a closed subset of X,, there exists an open 
set W C K, such that D C W C V and cl(W n X,) C: V (the closure is taken in X,). 
Let g’ = h’/ cl(W n Xn). Since, by the assumption, P E AE(X,), the map g’ has an 
extension g : X, -+ P. The map 
hcz) = h’(z) if z E D, 
g(x) if II: E X,, 
is well defined and continuous map of X, U D to P. This shows that the condition of 
Proposition 4.1 is satisfied (with m = n). Consequently, P E AE(limS). 0 
Lemma 4.3. Let X be a realcompact space. Then there exist two Polish spectra SX = 
{X, , pt , B} and SK = {K,, q;, B} satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) X = 1imSx. 
(2) X is a (dense and z-embedded) subspace of K = 1imSK. 
(3) K, is a metrizable compactum, Q E B. 
(4) X, is a dense subspace of K,, a! E B. 
(5) p! = qt/X, for each cy, /3 E B with QJ < /3. 
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Proof. If R-w(X) = w, i.e., if X is a Polish space, then the lemma is trivially true. 
Assume that R-w(X) = T > w and embed X into RT = n{ Rt : t E T} ( Rt is a copy of 
the open interval (0,l) for each t E T, where T is a set with /T/ = 7) as a C-embedded 
(and closed) subspace (see Section 2.3). Consider the spectrum SX = {X,,&,B}, 
where B = exp, T, X, = ~1~0 (r,(X)) for each a E B and pc = ~t/Xp for each 
cr,,D E B with a < ,0. Here I$:R@ + R” denotes the natural projection onto the 
corresponding subproduct. It is easy to see that Sx is a Polish spectrum such that 
X = lim Sx. Now consider the product IT = n{lt: t E T}, where 1, is a copy of the 
closed interval [0, l] for each t E T. Let K, = ~11~ (T,(X)) = ~11~ X, for each a E B 
and qt = ?iE/Kp, cy, p E B, Q < p, where ?iE : Ip -+ I” denotes the natural projection. 
Finally let SK = {K,, qt, B} and observe that the compactum K = 1imS~ = clip X 
contains X as a dense and z-embedded subspace. 0 
Theorem 4.4. Let P be a Polish ANR-space. Then the following conditions are equiv- 
alent for each realcompact space X: 
(1) P E AE(X). 
(2) X is the limit space of a Polish spectrum Sx = {X,, pt , A} consisting of Polish 
spaces X, such that P E AE(X,). 
Proof. (1) + (2). c onsider Polish spectra SX = {Xa, pt , B} and SK = {K,, q!, B} 
satisfying the conditions of Lemma 4.3. It suffices to show that the set 
A = {a E B: P E AE(X,)} 
is cofinal and w-closed in B. 
Cofinality of A. Let cr E B. In order to find an index p E A such that /3 > a: we start 
with the index (~1 = cr and construct indexes cr, E B, n = 2,3,. . . , so that (Y,+I 3 ay, 
for each n = 1,2, . . In this way we produce the associated inverse sequences 
S’= {Xa,,pE;+l, n= 1,2 ,... } and S= {Ka,,qz,n+‘, n= I,2 ,... }. 
Obviously, by the w-continuity of the spectra SX and SK, the limit spaces of the above 
inverse sequences are canonically homeomorphic to the spaces Xp and Kp respectively, 
where ,0 = sup{cr,: n = 1,2, . . .} (here we use the w-completeness of the indexing 
set B). Construction (compare with the proof of [23, Proposition 3.11) of the indexes 
a, is inductive and ensures that the resulting inverse sequence S’ satisfies conditions of 
Proposition 4.1. 
Arrange all basic maps D + P, where D is a subset of K,, , into a sequence { hl,k: k E 
w}. Suppose that the indexes a!, E B, 72 < m, m 3 1, have already been constructed and 
all basic maps D -+ P, where D is a subset of Kan, have already been arranged into a 
sequence {hn,k: k E w}, n < m, in such a way that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) Q, < Q,+I for each n < m - 1. 
(2) For each basic map h,,k : D + P, where D C Ken, the composition 
h,,kq~:+‘/(q~:+‘)-l (D) admits an extension over X,_+, U (qEE+‘)-l (D), n < m - 1. 
Consider a basic map h,,k : D + P, where D C K,_. By [28, Exercise 11, hm,k 
extends up to homotopy to hf : V + P, where V is an open subset of the compactum K,_ 
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containing D. Since D is the union of a closed subset of K,, and a closed subset of X,_ , 
there exists an open set W C Kam such that D C W C V and cl( W n X,_ ) c V (the 
closure is taken in Xam ). Next consider the composition h’qcu,,, /q;L (V) : 4;: (V) --+ P. 
Let g’ = h’q,T,L / cl(q;A (W) n X). Observe that 
C(d) (C(P)) G C(X)/ cl (4:: (WI n x). 
Indeed, let ip E C(P). Then cph’/ cl(WnXQm) has an extension (p: Xanr -+ R. Therefore 
the composition Cppcy, is an extension of the function cpg’. Consequently, since P E 
AE(X), the map g’ has an extension g : X + P. Obviously, by the construction, the map 
is well defined and continuous map of X U q$ (D) to P. Since the spectrum SX is 
factorizing, there exist an index CY,,~ > cy, and a map ga, k : Xam,k + P such that 
9 = QLY,,kPO,,k. It is easy now to see that the map 
h e,,I; :X0_,, u (q:;,“)-‘(D) + P 
defined by 
h,_,,(z) = { ;~GZ;)(~)) ;; ; E $?!-‘(D)t 
factors the map h through the cr,$h level, i.e., h = ?I,,,,q,,,,/(X U q&A k(D)). 
By Corollary 2.3, there exists an index LY,+I E B such that am+1 > cy,,lc for each 
Ic E w. Let xhm+r,k = ha,,,q~~:r/(X,m+, U (q::“)-‘(D)) and observe that 
h m+,,J(q:,m+‘)-‘(D) = h’q~~+‘/(q~,m+‘)-I(D). 
By the Homotopy Extension Theorem, the composition h,,kqz:+’ /( qzz+’ )-’ (D) also 
has the extension onto X,,,,,, U (qa, m+‘)-’ (D). This finishes the inductive construction 
of the index cy,+ 1. 
As was noted above, Kp = 1imS and Xg = lim S’, where ,6 = sup{a,: n = 1,2, . . .}. 
Proposition 4.1 allows us to conclude that P E AE(Xp) and hence ,0 E A. It only remains 
to note that P > Q (by construction). Therefore A is cofinal in B. 
w-closedness of A. Let {o,: n E w} be a countable chain of elements of A. Since 
the set B is w-complete there exists (in B) an index Q = sup{cr,: n E w}. We need to 
show that o E A. Consider the inverse sequence 
& = {Xa,,P:~+‘,w) 
associated with the above chain. Since a, E A, by the definition of A, we have P E 
AE(X,,) for each n E w. By Corollary 4.2, P E AE(limS,). By the w-continuity of 
the spectrum Sx, lim S, = X,. Consequently, P E AE(X,). This finishes the proof of 
w-closedness of A. 
(2) + (1). Let Y be a subspace of X and f : Y + P be a map such that 
C(f)(C(P)) C C(X)/Y. Our goal is to extend f over X. Since P is a Polish space we 
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may assume that P is a closed subspace of R” = n{&: n E w}, where & denotes 
a copy of the real line R, n E w. Let rriT, : R” + R,, n E w, denote the nth projec- 
tion. Since C(f)(C(P)) c C(X)/Y the function 7r,f : Y --f R, admits an extension 
gn : X -+ R,, n E w. Since Sx = {X,, pt , A} is a factorizing spectrum for each n E w 
there exist an index CY, E A and a function hen : X,, -+ R, such that gn = h,,p,, . 
Since A is an w-complete set there is an index 0 E A such that o 3 oy, for each n e w 
(Corollary 2.3). Let h, = hQnp& n E w. Consider the diagonal product 
h=LI{h,: nEw}:X,--tRw. 
It is easy to see that f = hp,/Y and, consequently, h&(Y)) C P. Since P is closed in 
R” we see that h(cl(p,(Y))) C P. Using the fact that P E AE(X,) we extend the map 
h/ cl(pcr(Y)) : cl&(Y)) -+ P over the space X,. Denote the corresponding extension 
by h. It only remains to observe that the composition f = hp, extends f. This completes 
the proof of theorem. 0 
For compact spaces the following corollary of Theorem 4.4 was proved in [ 121. 
Corollary 4.5. Let G be a countable abelian group. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent for each realcompact space X: 
(1) dimGX < n. 
(2) X is the limit space of a Polish spectrum SX = {X,, p<, A} such that dimG X, < 
n for each cy E A. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 4.4 with P = K(G, n). 0 
Corollary 4.6. Let G be a countable abelian group. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent for each realcompact space X: 
(1) dirnG x = 72. 
(2) X is the limit space of a Polish spectrum SX = {X,, p!, A} such that dimG X, = 
n for each LY E A. 
Proof. First we prove the implication (1) + (2). Let dimG X = n. By Corollary 4.5, 
X is the limit space of a Polish spectrum SX = {X,, pt , A) such that dimG X, < n 
for each a E A. Since dimG X 6 n - 1, there exist a subspace Y of X and a map 
f:Y -+ K(G,n- 1) suchthat C(f)(C(K(G,n- 1))) C C(X)/Y and f does not have 
an extension defined on X. By Lemma 3.3, we can find an index oc E A and a map 
fa, : clx,, (Pa,(Y)) -+ K(G, n - 1) such that f = faOp,,,/Y. Let 
fa = fcxo~:,lclx, (P&Y) :clx, (pa + K(G,n- 11, 
CY E A, (Y 2 ~110. Then fa! cannot be extended over X,. Indeed, assuming that such an 
extension & exists, then the composition &pa would be an extension of f. Contradiction 
with the choice of f. Therefore, dimG X, = n for each (Y > ~0. It only remains to note 
that the set A0 = {cy E A: a 3 (YO}, being cofinal and w-closed in A, itself is w- 
complete. Therefore X is the limit space of the Polish spectrum S& = (X_, pt, Ao} 
consisting of Polish spaces X, with dimG X, = n. 
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(2) + (1). Let X be the limit space of a Polish spectrum SX = {X,,pt, A} such 
that dimG X, = n for each LY E A. By Corollary 4.5, dime X < n. Let us show that 
dimG X = n. Assuming that dimG X < n - 1 and applying Corollary 4.5, we conclude 
that X is the limit space of a Polish spectrum Sk = {XA, qt, A} consisting of Polish 
spaces XL such that dimG XL < n - 1 for each o E A. Theorem 2.7 implies the 
existence of a cofinal and w-closed subset B C A such that the spaces X, and XL are 
homeomorphic for each o E B. In particular, B # 0. Obviously, for any Q E B we have 
the following two contradictory facts: dimG X, = n and dimG X, = dimG Xi, < n - 1. 
Thus dimG X = n as required. 0 
Corollary 4.7. Let {Gk: k E w} be a countable collection of countable abelian groups. 
Then the following conditions are equivalent for each realcompact space X: 
(I) dime, X = nr,for each k E w. 
(2) X is the limit space of a Polish spectrum Sx = {X,, p!, A} such that 
dime, X, = nk for each Q E A and for each k E w. 
Proof. Let X be the limit space of a Polish spectrum S = {X,, pt , B}. By Corollary 
4.6 and Theorem 2.7 there exists a cofinal and w-closed subset Bk, k E w, of B such that 
dimGk X, = nk for each o E Bk. By Proposition 2.2, the intersection A = n{Bk: k E 
w} is still cofinal and w-closed in B. Obviously the Polish spectrum SX = {X,, p!, A} 
has all the desired properties. 0 
Remark 4.8. In general, limit projections of Polish spectra (consisting of noncompact 
spaces) are not surjective (they have dense images). But as follows from the proof of 
the implication (2) + (1) of Corollary 4.5 if SX = {X,, pt , A} is a factorizing w- 
spectrum and dimG p,(X) < n for each cy E A, then we still have the same conclusion 
dime 1imSx < n. 
The above results imply the following factorization theorem for noncompact spaces. 
In the compact case corresponding result was obtained in [21] (see also [12]). 
Proposition 4.9. Let X be a space, P be a Polish ANR-space such that P E AE(X), 
2 be a Polish space and f : X + 2 be a map. Then there exists a Polish space Y such 
that P E AE(Y) and there exist maps g : X + Y and h:Y 4 Z such that f = hg. 
Proof. Consider the extension of : VX -+ 2 of the map f onto the Hewitt realcom- 
pactification of X. By Theorem 3.5, P E AE(vX). Since VX is a realcompact space, 
Theorem 4.4 allows us to represent VX as the limit space of a Polish spectrum SX = 
{X,, p!, A} such that P E AE(X,) for each a E A. Since the spectrum SX is factorizing 
and 2 is a Polish space, there exist an index cy E A and a map fQ :X, + 2 such that 
of = fDLpcy. It suffices to let Y = X,, g = pa/X and h = fQ. q 
Corollary 4.10. Let G be a countable abelian group, X be a space such that dimG X < 
n, Z be a Polish space and f : X + Z be a map. Then there exists a PoEish space Y such 
that dimG Y < n, and there exist maps g : X + Y and h : Y + Z such that f = hg. 
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Remark 4.11. We conclude this Section by providing a simple proof of the comple- 
tion theorem (due to Olszewski [22, Theorem 11) which states that if X is a separable 
metrizable space with P E AE(X) (P stands for a Polish ANR-space), then there exists 
a Polish space X such that X C X and P E AE(X). Embed X into any Polish space 
Y and consider the inverse spectrum Sx,y = {Ya, it}. Spaces Y, of this spectrum are 
Gb-subspaces of Y containing X. Projections i! : Yp it Y, of this spectrum coincide 
with the corresponding inclusions. Clearly the spectrum Sx,y is Polish (it is factorizing 
since every real-valued map on X extends to a Gs-subset of Y) and X = limSx,Y 
(since X = nXol). By Theorem 4.4, X is the limit space of a Polish spectrum Sx 
consisting of spaces X, with P E AE(X,). Applying Theorem 2.7 we see that these 
two spectra contain isomorphic parts. Consequently, there exists an element X of the 
spectrum Sx,y such that P E AE(X). 
5. Universal spaces 
In this section we construct an universal object in the class K(P, T) of spaces X 
such that P E AE(X) and R-w(X) < 7- (see Section 2.3). Here P is a given Polish 
ANR-space and r > w. In the case when P = K(Z, n) and r = w the existence of 
the universal space in the corresponding class was established in [17] (see also [23] and 
[29]; the case P = 5’” was considered in [6]). 
5.1. P-invertible and P-sofr maps 
We begin with the definition of P-invertible and P-soft maps. If P = 5’” these 
concepts for compact spaces were introduced in [26] and generalized for noncompact 
spaces in [7]. The case P = K(Z, n) for Polish spaces was considered in [29]. 
Definition 5.1. Let P be a Polish ANR-space. We say that a map f : X + Y is P- 
invertible if for each map g : 2 + Y with P E AE(Z) there exists a map h : Z + X 
such that g = fh. 
Proposition 5.2. Let P be a Polish space and f : X + Y be a map between Polish 
spaces. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) f is P-invertible. 
(2) For each Polish space Z with P E AE(Z) and for each map g : Z -+ Y there 
exists a map h : Z -+ X such that g = f h. 
Proof. The implication (I) + (2) is trivial. In order to prove the implication (2) + (l), 
consider a space Z with P E AE(Z) and a map g : Z 4 Y. By Proposition 4.9, there 
exists a Polish space Ze such that P E AE( Za) and there exist maps p : Z + Zu and 
go : Za --f Y such that g = gcp. By (2), there exists a map ho : ZO --+ X such that 
go = fho. Let h = hop. Clearly g = gap = fhop = fh. This completes the proof. 0 
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Recall (see [ 1, p. 561) that for a map f : Y + X and a closed subset A of X the 
adjunction space Y Uf A is defined as the disjoint union (Y - f-‘(A)) U A with the 
topology consisting of the usual open subsets of Y - f-‘(A) together with sets of 
the form f-’ (U - A) U (U n A) for open subsets U of X. There are two associated 
maps 
pA:Y 4YufA and ~A:Yu~A--+X. 
The map PA is defined by setting PA/(Y - f-‘(A)) = idy_-f-f(A) and PA/~-‘(A) = 
f/f-‘(A). Similarly, the map fA is defined by setting 
fA/ty - f-‘(A)) = f/(y - f-‘(A)) 
and fA/A = idA. Note that if both Y and X are separable and metrizable, then so is 
Y Uf A. In addition if both Y and X are Polish, then so is Y Uf A. The maps fA and 
pA are obviously continuous, f = fops and fi’ (A) = A. 
Proposition 5.3. Let P be a Polish ANR-space. For each Polish space X and for each 
closed subspace A of X with P E AE(A) there exists a P-invertible map fx,A : YX,A + 
X satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) YX,A is a Polish space such that P E AE(Y~.A). 
(2) fx,~/fg,a(A) : f;,;(A) -+ A is a homeomorphism. 
Proof. We consider two cases. 
Case 1: A = 8. First we consider the case X = R”. Let A denote the set of all 
maps {rt: t E T} such that domain Dom(rt) is a Polish space, P E AE(Dom(rt)) 
and Ran(rt) C R” (domains of different maps may, of course, coincide). Let Y = 
${Dom(rt): t E T}. Clearly, P E AE(Y). Consider also the map T : Y + R” which 
coincides with the map rt on Dom(r,) for each t E T. By Proposition 4.9, there exist a 
Polish space YR~ and maps s : Y + YR~ and f~,~ : YR- + R” such that P E AE(YR”) 
and T = f~~.s. 
In order to show that ~~~ is P-invertible we use Proposition 5.2. Consider a map 
g:Z + RW, where Z is a Polish space such that P E AE(Z). By the definition of 
A, there is a t E T such that rt = g. Let it : Dom(rt) + Y denote the corresponding 
embedding. Clearly, rt = rit. Consequently, the composition h = sit : Z + YR~ lifts 
the map g, i.e., ~~~ h = g. This shows that the map f~~ is P-invertible. 
If X is an arbitrary Polish space, then embed X into R” as a closed subspace and con- 
sider the P-invertible map fR” : YR~ -+ R” constructed above. Clearly, YX = f&!(X) 
and fx = fRw /Yx are the desired objects. This completes the proof of this case. 
Case 2: A # 0. Let f : Y + X be a P-invertible map constructed above. As was 
noted the adjunction space Y Uf A is a Polish space. Since P E AE(A) and P E 
AE(Y - f-‘(A)) we conclude, by the Countable Sum Theorem (see Remark 3.12), 
that P E AE(Y Uf A). P-invertibility of f and the equality f = fApA trivially imply 
P-invertibiiity of fA. Consequently, in order to complete the proof, it suffices to set 
Yx,.t = Y Uf A and fX,A = f,J. 0 
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Remark 5.4. The above proposition is known to be true in some particular cases. For 
instance, for P = S” the result was obtained in [7] (see also [lo] where the compact 
case was considered). For P = K(iZ, n) it suffices to apply the corresponding result for 
Polish spaces [17] (see also [29]) and Proposition 5.2. 
Definition 5.5. Let P be a Polish space. A map f : X + Y between realcompact spaces 
is called P-soft if for any realcompact space 2 with P E M(Z), for any (closed) 
subspace 20 of it, and for any two maps g: 20 --t X and h: Z + Y such that 
C(s)(C(X)) c C(Z)/Z 0 and fg = h/Zo, there exists a map k : Z + X such that 
fk = h and k/Z0 = g. 
P-soft maps with P = [0, l] (or, equivalently, P is an arbitrary Polish absolute retract) 
are precisely soft maps in the sense of [7]. 
Proposition 5.6. Let P be a Polish ANR-space. Then the following conditions are equiv- 
alent for any map f : X --+ Y between Polish spaces: 
(1) f is P-soji. 
(2) For any Polish space Z with P E AE(Z), f or any closed subspace Zo of it, and 
foranytwomapsg:Zo+Xandh:Z 4 Y such that fg = h/Zo, there exists a 
map k : Z + X such that f k = h and k/Z0 = g. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.4, Z can be represented as the limit space of a Polish spectrum 
Sz = {Z,, &, A} such that P E AE(Z,) for each o E A. Since Y is a Polish space, 
there exist (by Theorem 2.7) an index Q E A and a map h, : Z, + Y such that 
h = h,p,. Since X is also a Polish space, by Lemma 3.3, there exist an index p E A 
and a map gp : C~Z, pp(Z01 + X such that g = gapa/Zo. Let y > a, p and consider 
the maps h, = h,p, Y : Z, 4 Y and gr = gopz/ clz, p, (ZO) : clz, p,(Zo) --+ X. Clearly 
hy/ clz, p,(Zo) = f gr. By (2) (observe that clz, p,(Zo) is closed in the Polish space 
Z,), there is a map k, : Z, ----t X such that Icy/ clz, pr (ZO) = gr and fk, = h,. Then 
the composition k = k,p, : Z --+ X is the desired lifting of h which extends g. 0 
Our ultimate goal (Proposition 5.9) in this subsection is to show that for every Pol- 
ish space X there is a P-soft map f : YX --f X, where Yx is a Polish space with 
P E AE(Yx). In order to prove this statement we follow the strategy of [29]. First, 
using Proposition 5.3, we show existence of such maps with non Polish domains (Propo- 
sition 5.7). Then we show how to enlarge the domain to a Polish space and extend the 
constructed map without destroying its P-softness (Proposition 5.9). 
In Proposition 5.7 and Lemma 5.8 we need to consider arbitrary (not necessarily Polish) 
separable metrizable spaces. Meaning of P-softness (and softness) of maps between such 
spaces in these two statements (and only in them) is somewhat weaker (and obvious from 
the content: in Definition 5.5 consider only separable metrizable spaces) than the one 
suggested by Definition 5.5. Nevertheless, in order to avoid a possible confusion we do 
not change our terminology. 
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Proposition 5.7. Let P be a Polish ANR-space. For each separable metrizable space 
X and for each closed subspace A of X with P E AE(A) there exists a P-soft map 
f : YX,A -+ X satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) YXJ is a separable metrizable space such that P E AE(Y~,A). 
(2) fx,~/fG,a(A) : &,;(A) + A is a homeomorphism. 
Proof. We consider two cases. 
Case 1: A = 8. First we consider the case X = 1“. The following construction (in 
the case P = K(Z, n)) is due to Zarichnyi [29]. 
Letfi:Xl +Iw= Ya be a P-invertible map of a Polish space Xi with P E AE(Xi) 
(Proposition 5.3). Since Xt is Polish, there exists a closed embedding ii : Xi L) Ye x 
R” = v such that fr = 7rAii (rr: denotes the projection of Ye x R” onto the first factor). 
By Proposition 5.3, there exists a P-invertible map f2 : X2 -+ Yi of a Polish space X2 
with P E AE(X2) such that the restriction 
f2/f;‘(wd) :f;ywl)) + il(Xl) 
is a homeomorphism. 
Proceeding as above we obtain a commutative diagram 
where Yk+, = Yk X RW, T;+’ : Yk+, -+ Yk denotes the projection onto the first factor, 
XI, is a Polish space such that P E AE(Xk), ik+l : Xk+l - &+I is a closed embedding 
such that fk+i = 7rk k+li,++l, fk+i is a P-invertible map such that the restriction 
fk+l&!, (ik(xk,) : .f;;, (ik(Xk)) + ik(xk) 
is a homeomorphism. 
Consider the inverse sequence S = { Yk, rri+‘} and let rra : lim S -+ Ye = I” be the 
limit projection. Let 
Yk = {(v&$1 E 1imS: Yk E ik(Xk) and 
Y~+I = &+I (.f;i, (y,)) for every m b k}. 
Also let 
00 
Y= upk and f=rro/Y:Y+Yo=I”. 
k=l 
Observe that Y G lim S, Yk is a closed subspace of Y (since all il, are closed embeddings) 
and P E I%(pk) (since yk is homeomorphic to Xk). By the Countable Sum Theorem 
(Remark 3.12) P E AE(Y). 
In order to show that f is a P-soft map, consider a separable metrizable space D such 
that P E AE(D) and a closed subspace C & D. Also consider two maps y : D -+ Ya 
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and ck : C -+ Y such that fcr = y/C. Let CQ = 7Qd!, where ?‘rk :1imS -+ Yk denotes the 
lcth limit projection of the spectrum S. Let Ck = cr-l (Yk) and let Dt & D2 C . . . be a 
sequence of closed subsets of D such that & n C = Ck and D = Ur=“=, &. 
The map p : D --+ Y will be constructed as the diagonal product ,O = n{pk: k = 
0, 1, . . .}, where pk : D --) Yk denotes the coordinate map. Let pa = y. Since R” is an 
absolute retract, there exists a map pt : D --f Yt such that PI/C’ = (~1 and 7rApt = PO = y. 
Assume that for every m < k, a map pm : D + Y, is defined in such a way that 
&/C = Q, and 7r,“_,& = ,&_I. S’ mce the map fk+t is P-invertible, there exists 
a map gk : DI, --f &+I such that fk+,gk = Pk/Dk. Note that i,++tgk/Ck = Ok+,/& 
and, therefore, the map Sk+ t : C U Dk --+ Yk+ t, which coincides with d!k+t on C and 
with ik+tgk on Dk, is well-defined. Since the map ?rk+l is soft, there exists a map 
Pkfl : D + Yk+l such that ?‘$+I Pk+l = pk and Pk+l/(C U ok) = bk+l. The map 
p = (Pk)r!O : D + Y IS well-defined, p/C = Q and fP = y. 
This finishes the proof for X = I” and A = 0. Next consider an arbitrary separable 
metrizable space X (we are still under the assumption A = 0) and embed it into I”. 
Let f : Y + I“’ is the map constructed above. It suffices to take Yx,O = f-‘(X) and 
fx,0 = f/f-‘(X). 
Case 2: A # 0. Let f : Y --+ X be a map constructed in the Case 1. As in the 
proof of Proposition 5.3 consider the adjunction space Y Uf A and associated maps 
PA:Y AYUfAandfA:YUfA + X. Clearly, Y Uf A is a separable metrizable space 
such that P E AE(Y Uf A). 
It suffices to show that the map fA is P-soft. Let 20 be a closed subspace of a separable 
metrizable space 2 such that P E AE(2). C onsider two maps g : 20 -+ Y Uf A and 
h : 2 + X such that fAg = h/.20 
We would like to construct a map k : 2 4 Y Uf A such that k/Z0 = g and fAk = h. 
Recall that the map f~ coincides with idA on A and A = fil (A). Therefore the map 
k’ = (idA)-‘h/h-‘(A) : h-‘(A) + A satisfies the equalities fAk’ = h/h-‘(A) and 
k’/(zo n h-l(A)) = g/(Zo n h-l(A)). 
Recall also that the map fA coincides with f on Y-f-’ (A) = f-’ (X - A). Consider 
the following commutative diagram: 
f-1(X-&+&+X-A 
9/... 
t t 
h/... 
Z. - h-‘(A)&2 - h-‘(A). 
Since f is P-soft and since P E AE(Z - h-‘(A)), there exists a map k” : 2 -h-‘(A) + 
f-‘(X-A) suchthat k”/(Zo-h-l) = g/(&-h-‘(A)) and fAk” = h/(2-h-‘(A)). 
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Finally define the map k : 2 --) Y Uf A be letting 
k(z) = 
{ 
k’(z) if z E /l-‘(A), 
k”(z) if z E 2 - h-‘(A). 
By the construction, g = k/Z0 and h = fAk. It only remains to show that k is 
continuous. 
Let z E 2 and V be a basic open neighborhood (in Y Uf A) of the point k(z). Consider 
two cases: 
.z $! h-‘(A). In this case k(z) = k”(z) E f-‘(X-A). By the definition of the topology 
of the adjunction space, we may assume that V C f-’ (X - A). Since k” is continuous 
there exists an open neighborhood W of z in 2 - h-‘(A) such that k”(W) C V. Clearly 
IV is open in 2. This shows the continuity of k at points from 2 - h-‘(A). 
z E h-’ (A). In this case k(z) = k’(z) E A. By the definition of the topology of the 
adjunction space, we may assume that V = (U f? A) U f-‘(V - A) = f;‘(U), where U 
is an open subset of X. Since h = fAk, we have k-‘(V) = k-‘(fi’(U)) = h-‘(U). 
Therefore, by the continuity of h, W = k-‘(V) IS an open neighborhood of z in Z such 
that k(W) C_ V. 
This finishes the verification of P-softness of the map fA. Therefore we may take 
Yx..~ = Y Uf A and fX,A = fA. Proof is completed. 0 
We need the following auxiliary fact [29] proof of which is included for the readers 
convenience. 
Lemma 5.8. Let X C Iw x I” x (0) C I” x I” x I” and LX = I” x Iw x I” - 
(I“ x I” x (0) - X). Then the map n’/Lx : LX + I”, where x’ : I” x I” x I” + I” 
denotes the projection onto the first factol; is soft. 
Proof. Consider a commutative diagram 
Let Q = A{Q~: i = 1,2,. . .} : 2 + I” = n:, [0, lli be a map such that cy-‘((0)) = 
20 (a, : 2 + [0, l]i denotes the ith coordinate map and (0) stands for the point (0,: i = 
1.2, . .} E I”). Let also k’ : 2 --) I” x Iw x Iw be a map such that k’/Zo = g and ~1 k’ = 
h (we use the softness of the projection ni). Clearly, k’ = 7r’k’ n 7rzk’ n qk’, where 
5, j = 1,2,3, denotes the natural projection of I” x Iw x I” onto the corresponding 
factor. The composition 7rjk’ : 2 + I” = ny=“=, [0, l]i can be written as the diagonal 
product of the coordinate maps, i.e., qk’ = /b{ki: i = 1,2,. .}, where k” = .iri(7r3k’), 
i = 1,2,..., and 7ri : nz, [O: l]i + [0, l]i stands for the projection. Let 
~=min{ki(,z)+~~(r),l}, 2~2, i=1?2,... and 
Ic=A{P: i= 1,2,...}. 
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It is not hard to see that the map 
k = qk’ A r2k’ A k: Z + Lx 
extends g and satisfies the equality ~1 k = h. 0 
The following statement in the case P = K(iZ, n) is due to Zarichnyi [29]. Its proof 
in general case remains same. 
Proposition 5.9. Let P be a Polish ANR-space. For each Polish space X there exists 
a P-soft map fx : YX + X where YX is a Polish space such that P E AE(Yx). 
Proof. First consider the case X = 1“‘. Let f : Y + I” be a P-soft map of a separable 
metrizable space Y with P E AE(Y) (Proposition 5.7). We may assume (below we use 
notation from the proof of Lemma 5.8) that 
Y 2 I“’ x I” x (0) s Iw x I” x Iw and f = rri /Y. 
By [22], there exists a Polish space Y’ such that 
P E AE(Y’) and Y 2 Y’ G ~l~~,~~,{cI Y C I” x Iw x (0). 
Observe that Y’ is closed in Ly/ . Consequently, by Proposition 5.7, there exists a P-soft 
map g : Y” 4 Lyt such that 
g/g-’ (Y’) : g-1 (Y’) --t Y’ 
is a homeomorphism. 
Let y = g-’ (Ly ) and consider the following commutative diagram 
f 
Y-I” 
9/g-‘WI 
t I 
(~IIh)(9IY). 
g-‘(Y)=---+Y 
The P-softness of the map f guarantees the existence of a map k : u 4 Y such that 
k/g-‘(Y) = g/g-‘(Y) and fk = (nl/Ly)(g/Y). Obviously there exist Gs-subspaces 
~~Y’,~CY”andamapIc:~~i;suchthatYcY,YC~andk=iF/Y.Without 
loss of generality we m?y assume that g-‘(Y) C p (otherwise take p = y U g-‘(Y)) 
and hence g-l&) 2 Y. 
Let us show that the map f = rri/? : ? + P is P-soft. Consider the commutative 
diagram 
++,w 
where Za is a closed subspace of a Polish space 2 with P E AE(Z) and fv = $. By 
Lemma 5.8, there exists a map y: 2 + LF such that y/20 = cp and 7riy = $. The 
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P-softness of g guarantees the existence of a map p: 2 + Y” such that /3/Za = g-“p 
and gp = y. Since g@(Z)) = y(Z) C Ly it follows that ,0(Z) 2 g-‘(L,) C p and 
the composition o = &!5’ : 2 + ? satisfies the desired equalities cy/Ze = cp and fa = I,!.J. 
This concludes the consideration of the case X = 1” (with YrU = Y and flu = f). 
Let now X be an arbitrary Polish space embedded into the Hilbert cube I”. Consider 
the P-soft map flu : Yrw + I”, where Y,, is a Polish space with P E AE(Y1-), con- 
structed above. It suffices to let Yx = f12’ (X) and fx = fl- /Yx. This finishes the 
proof. 0 
5.2. Existence of universal spaces 
An universal space for the class K(P, 7) will be constructed as the limit space of 
a certain tran.$nite inverse spectrum of length r. In order to compute cohomological 
dimension of such limit spaces we need some preliminary results. First, let us recall [7, 
Definition 1.11 that a space X is said to be an absolute extensor in dimension 0 (notation: 
X E AE(0) or X is an AE(O)-space) if for each space Y such that dimY 6 0, for each 
subspace YO C Y, any map f : Ye ---f X such that C(f)(C(X)) C C(Y)/Ya admits 
an extension f : Y + X. Every AE(O)-space is realcompact [7, Proposition 1.71 and 
has countable Suslin number [9, Proposition 3.3.81. The weight, the R-weight and the 
pseudocharacter of any nondiscrete AE(O)-space coincide [7, Proposition 3.51. We also 
need a concept of a O-soft map defined for noncompact spaces in [7]. These are precisely 
So-soft maps in the terminology adapted in this paper. 
Remark 5.10. As in Corollary 3.6, one can show that every P-soft (P-invertible) map 
(where P is an arbitrary Polish ANR-space) is O-soft (respectively O-invertible). 
Lemma 5.11. Let P be a Polish ANR-space and let S = {X,, pz+‘, w} be an inverse 
sequence consisting of AE(O)-spaces and O-soft projections. Zf P E AE(X,) for each 
n E ul, then P E AE(limS). 
Proof. Let X denote the limit space of the inverse sequence S. By [9, Lemma 3.4.61, X 
is an AE(O)-space. If X has a countable R-weight, then (see above) it is a Polish space. 
Since all the limit projections p, : X + X, are open [9, Proposition 3.3.261 it follows 
that X, is a Polish space for each n E w. Therefore, in this case, the result follows from 
Lemma 4.2. 
Now consider the case when the R-weight of X is r > w. Since open maps can not 
raise the weight and since the weight and the R-weight of AE(O)-spaces coincide we 
conclude that R-w(X,) < T for each n E w. This allows us to represent all the spaces 
X,,, n E w, as the limit spaces of Polish spectra with coinciding indexing sets. Thus we 
can write 
X, = limS,, n E w, 
p where S, = {X:,qa,n, A} are Polish spectra such that P E AE(Xg) for each Q: E A 
and n E w (Theorem 4.4). Since the spaces X,, R E w, are AE(O)-spaces, we may 
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assume without loss of generality (by [7, Theorem 3.3, Remark 3.41) that all projections 
of the spectra S,, n E w, are O-soft and hence open (by [7, Theorem 1.151). Applying 
Theorem 2.7 to each of the projections pE+’ : Xn+l + X,, n E w, we may assume 
without loss of generality that all of them are the limits of the corresponding morphisms 
n+l _ M, - {p;+‘+’ :X;+, + X;, A} :S,+, + S,. 
Moreover, by [7, Theorem 3.31, we may assume that this morphism is bicommutative in 
the sense of [26] (even O-soft in the sense of [7]). Let o E A and consider the inverse 
sequence 
S, = {x;,p;+‘QJ}. 
Let X,, cy E A, be the limit space of this inverse sequence, (Y E A. By Lemma 4.2, 
P E AE(X,) for each (Y E A. If (Y, /3 E A and ,0 3 a, then we have the natural morphism 
M~={~~,,:X,P-X~,w}:Sp’S, 
the limit map of which is denoted by qt : Xp + X,. Thus we arrive to the following 
infinite commutative diagram: 
n+l 
x... - XL+1 p, x, . . . - x0 
4 i J Ji 
xp... - x,4t, 2!22 x,p . . . - x{ 
P 
9, I P Qm,,+I 1 1 B 4cY.n 8 0.0 I 
n+l,n 
x,... - xn”+, P, x,a ... - x,a 
J 
Consider the spectrum Sx = {X,, I$, A}. Note that all projections qi of the spec- 
trum Sx are open (as the limit maps of the O-soft morphisms ME (see [9] for details). 
Consequently, by Proposition 2.5, the spectrum Sx is factorizing. By Theorem 4.4, 
P E AE(limSx). Therefore it only remains to show that X = lim SX. Let cy E A and 
consider the map 
4a = ~{qcu,nPn: nEw}:X+X, 
where qa,+ : X, + Xz and p, : X + X, denote the corresponding limit projections of 
the spectra S, and S respectively. Finally, let 
h = Lb{qa: CY_ E A} :X + 1imSx. 
We claim that h is a homeomorphism. The bicommutativity of all the above described 
diagrams ensures that h is a surjection. The O-softness of those diagrams show that h is 
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open. In order to show that h is injective, consider two different points x, y E X. Since 
X = limS, there is an integer rr E w such that p7)(x) # p,(y). Since X, = limS,, 
there is an index cr E A such that Q a,n(p,(z)) # qu,n(Pn(Y)). Therefore, qa(x) # qa(y) 
which suffices to conclude that h(z) # h(y). This completes the proof. 0 
We say that an inverse spectrum SX = {X,, pi, T} is truns$nite if its indexing set 
is an infinite cardinal and for any limit ordinal X < r the space Xx is canonicaly (i.e., 
through the diagonal product A{&: (Y < X}) homeomorphic to the limit space of the 
subspectrum {X,,pt, X}. 
Lemma 5.12. Let P be a Polish ANR-space and let SX = {X,, pt, T} be a transfinite 
inverse spectrum consisting of AE(O)-spaces and O-soft projections. If P E AE(X,) .for 
each Q: < T, then P E AE(limSx). 
Proof. If T has a countable cofinal subset, then, by Lemma 5.11, P E AE(limSx). 
If there is no countable cofinal subset in 7, then T is w-complete. By [7, Theorem 1.151, 
all projections of the spectrum SX are open and since AE(O)-spaces have countable Suslin 
numbers, it follows from Proposition 2.5 that SX is a factorizing spectrum. Let Y C X 
where X = 1imSx and let f : Y --+ P be a map such that C(f)(C(P)) C C(X)/Y. Our 
goal is to extend f over X. By Proposition 3.4, we may assume that Y is a zero set in X. 
Since the spectrum SX is factorizing there exist an index cuo < r and a zero set Ye, in 
X,, such that Y = p;J(Y,,). Consider the spectrum Sy = {Y,,pz+i/Y,+l,cr 3 a~}, 
where Y, = (p&-‘(Ya,) f or each Q > ~0. Obviously, Y = 1imSy. Clearly, Y,. as a 
zero set of X,, is an AE(O)-space [7, Corollary 4.21 and, consequently, has a countable 
Suslin number. By Proposition 2.5 the spectrum Sy is also factorizing. Thus we can 
find an index o 3 QO and a map fa : Y, --+ P such that f = fcypa./Y. Observe that 
Y, is C-embedded in X,. Consequently, the inclusion C(fa)(C(P)) C C(Xcy)/Yo is 
automatically satisfied. Since P E AE(X,), there is an extension fa : X, + P of fa. 
Then the composition f = fapa : X + P is the desired extension of f. 0 
Theorem 5.13. Let P be a Polish ANR-space and r 3 u. Each AE(O)-space X of 
weight T is a P-soft image of an AE(O)- s p ace Y(P. T) such that P E AE(Y(P, r)) and 
W(Y(P,T)) = 7. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on 7. For AE(O)-spaces of countable weight, i.e., for 
Polish spaces, our statement coincides with Proposition 5.9. Suppose that the theorem has 
already been proved for AE(O)-spaces of weight < r and consider an arbitrary AE(O)- 
space X of weight 7. By [7, Theorem 3.21, X can be represented as the limit space of 
a transfinite spectrum 
Sx = {X,,p:+‘,X} 
consisting of AE(O)-spaces of weight < r and O-soft projections. 
By induction, let us now construct a transfinite spectrum 
SY = {K,~:+‘,~} 
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“parallel” to the given one and consisting of AE(O)-spaces such that P E AE(Y,). We 
also construct a morphism 
consisting of P-soft maps. 
By the inductive hypothesis, there exists an AE(O)-space YO such that P E AE(Yo) 
and w(Y0) = w(X0) and there exists a P-soft map fo : Yc --) X0. Suppose that for each 
Q < y, where y < X, we have already constructed: 
(a) An AE(O)- p s ace Y, such that P E AE(Y,) and w(Y,) = w(X,). 
(b) A P-soft map fa : Y, + X,. 
(c) O-soft maps q,P : Up + Y, (a 6 p < y), satisfying the following two conditions: 
-q,P=q~q~foreacha,S,Pwitha:~S~P<y. 
- All square diagrams of the type 
are P-soft ((u + 1 < y), i.e., characteristic maps (see [26, Definition 1.51) of the 
above diagrams are P-soft. 
We now construct the space Yy and maps fy and qz with (Y < y. 
If y is a limit ordinal, then 
Yy = lim{Y,,q!Z,7} and f-, = lim{f,: a < y}. 
By Lemmas 5.12, P E AE(Y,). Clearly w(Y,) = w(X,). It follows from [7] that Yy is 
an AE(O)-space and it can be shown following the corresponding argument in [7] that 
fy : Y-, + X, is a P-soft map. We define the maps qz as the limit projections of the 
spectrum the limit space of which coincides with Yr. Obviously, these maps are O-soft. 
It is easy to see that all naturally occurring square diagrams are P-soft. 
Next we consider the case y = Q: + 1. 
Consider the fibered product X of spaces Y, and X7 with respect to the maps fa and 
pY,. Denote by cp:Z + Y, and $:Z + X, the canonical projections of this fibered 
product. Observe that cp is a O-soft map and II, is a P-soft map. Consequently, the 
space Z is an AE(O)-space. Since the space Z is contained in the product Y, x X,, its 
weight is less than r. Consequently, by the inductive hypothesis, there exists an AE(O)- 
space Yy such that P E AE(Y,) and w(Y,) = w(Z) and there exists a P-soft map 
h : Yy + Z. Let f-, = $h and qz = cph. Obviously, fy is P-soft and qz is O-soft and the 
newly arising square diagram is also P-soft (because its characteristic map coincides, by 
the construction, with P-soft map h). Thus the spectrum Sy and the morphism {fa), 
satisfying all the required properties, is constructed. 
Finally, let 
Y(P,T) = lim& and f = lim{ fa}. 
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Applying Lemma 5.12 and corresponding result from [7], we conclude that Y is an 
AE(O)-space of weight w(X) such that P E AE(Y(P,r)) and f : Y(P,T) + X is a 
P-soft map. 0 
Corollary 5.14. Let P be a Polish ANR-space and r > w. Then there exists an universal 
object R(P, r) in the class K(P, 7). More precisely, there exists an AE(O)-space R(P, T) 
such that P E AE(R(P, r)), w(R(P, r)) = r and the following conditions are equivalent 
for any space X: 
(1) P E AE(X) and R-w(X) < 7. 
(2) X is homeomorphic to a C-embedded subspace of R(P, T). 
Proof. By R(P, ) T we denote an AE(O)-space such that P E AE(R(P, T)), w(R(P, r)) = 
w(R’) = r and which admits a P-soft map f : R(P, r)) + R’ onto R’ (Theorem 
5.13). Note that the R-weight is monotonic with respect to C-embedded subspaces and 
that for a C-embedded subspace X of R( P, T)) we have P E AE(X) (see Proposition 
6.8 for a more general statement). This verifies the implication (2) + (1). Conversely, 
if R-w(X) < 7, then X is homeomorphic to a C-embedded subspace of R’. Since 
P E AE(X) and since f is a P-soft map there is a map i :X -+ R(P, T) such that 
fi = idx . Clearly i is an embedding and its image is C-embedded in R( P, r). 0 
Corollary 5.15. Let G be a countable abelian group and r > w > n > 0. There exists 
an AE(O)-space RG(~,T) such that dimG R~(n,r) = n, w(RG(~L,T)) = T and the 
following conditions are equivalent for any space X: 
(1) dimG X < n and R-w(X) < 7. 
(2) X is homeomorphic to a C-embedded subspace of RG(n, T). 
Proof. Let P = K(G,n) and RG(TL,T) = R(P,r) in Corollary 5.14. 0 
The following corollary was earlier obtained in [17,23]. 
Corollary 5.16. Let G be a countable abelian group and n 3 0. There exists a Polish 
space RG(~) such that dimG RG(~) = n and the following conditions are equivalent 
for any Polish space X: 
(1) dimGX < n. 
(2) X is homeomorphic to a closed subspace of RG(n). 
Proof. Apply Corollary 5.15 and observe that AE(O)-spaces of countable weight are 
Polish. 0 
6. Applications 
Proposition 6.1. Let X be a finite-dimensional (in the sense of dim) space. Then 
dimX = dimz X. 
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Proof. By Corollary 3.10 and by the well-known fact that dimX = dim VX we may 
assume that X is realcompact. Represent X as the limit space of a Polish spectrum 
Sx = {X,,pE, A} (Proposition 2.8). By Corollary 4.6, [6, Theorem 11, Proposition 2.2 
and Theorem 2.7, there is a cofinal and w-closed subset B C A such that dimX = 
dim X, and dimz X = dimz X, for each o E B. Since X, is a Polish space we have 
dimX, = dim2 X, for each Q E B. By Corollary 4.6, dimX = dimz X as required. 0 
Proposition 6.2. The following conditions are equivalent for any space X: 
(1) dimX < 1. 
(2) dimzX 6 1. 
Proof. The implication (1) + (2) follows from Proposition 6.1. 
By Corollary 3.10 we may assume that X is realcompact. By Corollary 4.5, X is the 
limit space of a Polish spectrum Sx = {X,, pt , A} such that dimz X, < 1 for each 
cy E A. By [28, Corollary 3.31, dimX, < 1 for each o E A. Finally, by [9, Theorem 
3.2.231, dimX < 1. 0 
Bokshtein basis a(G) of an abelian group G is a subset of 
defined as follows: 
a Q E a(G) iff G/TorG # 0, where 
TorG = {g E G: m. g = 0 for some m E Z - (0)). 
l Z, E u(G) iff G/ Tor G is not divisible by p. 
l Z/p E a(G) iff p-TorG is not divisible by p, where 
p- TorG = {g E G: pm . g = 0 for some m > 1). 
l Z/p” E o(G) iff p-Tor G # 0 is divisible by p. 
As usual Q stands for rationals, Z/p = Z/p& Z, = {m/n E Q: 72 is not divisible by p} 
and Z/p” = Q/Z,. 
Proposition 6.3. Let X be a space and G be a countable abelian group. Then: 
(1) If G = Tor G, then dimG X = max{dime X: H E a(G)}. 
(2) dimG X = max{ dimTo, G X, dimG/ Tar G X}. 
(3) dimGX > di%X $G # TorG. 
(4) max{dimG X, dime X + 1) 3 max{dima X: H E a(G)}. 
Proof. Proofs of all statements (l)-(4) are similar. Thus we only present the proof of (1). 
By Corollary 3.10, we may assume that X is realcompact. By Proposition 2.8, X is the 
limit space of a Polish spectrum Sx = {X,, p!, A}. By Corollary 4.6 and Theorem 2.7, 
for each H E a(G) the indexing set A of the spectrum Sx contains a cofinal and w- 
closed subset AH such that dimH X = dimH X, for each Q E AH. By similar reasons, 
there exists a cofinal and w-closed subset A’ of A such that dimG X = dimG X, for each 
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(Y E A’. Let B = A’ n n{AH: H E a(G)}. It follows from the definition of Bokshtein 
basis that IO(G)\ < w. Therefore, by Proposition 2.2, B is cofinal and w-closed in A. 
In particular, I3 # 8. Let a E B. Since X,, is a Polish space we can conclude, by [16, 
Theorem B], that 
dime X = dimG X, = max{ dimH X,: H E o(G)} 
= max{ dimH X: H E a(G)}. 
This completes the proof. •I 
Remark 6.4. Without the assumption G = Tor G, the conclusion of Proposition 3( 1) is 
not true for noncompact spaces (see [ 141). For countable abelian groups Proposition 6.3(2) 
solves the second part of problem 6 in [20] for arbitrary spaces (the problem was posed 
only for paracompact spaces). For not necessarily countable groups and metrizable spaces 
this result was obtained (and used in the above proof) in [ 151. 
Theorem 6.5. Let X be the union qf its z-embedded subspaces Y and 2. Then dimz X 
< dim;iY +dimzZ+ 1. 
Proof. Theorem 3.5 allows us to assume without loss of generality that the spaces X, Y 
and Z are realcompact. Indeed, consider the Hewitt realcompactification VX of the space 
X. By Theorem 3.5, dimz X = dimz vX. Let y denote the intersection of all cozero 
subsets of VX containing Y. Since Y is z-embedded in X and hence in VX it follows that 
Y is realcompact and coincides with VY [9, Propositions 3.2.11 and 3.2.131. Similarly the 
intersection z of all cozero-subsets of VX containing Z is realcompact and coincides 
with I/Z. Consequently, by Theorem 3.5, dimz Y = dimz y and dimz 2 = dimz ??. 
Moreover, both Y and z are z-embedded in vX. By Proposition 2.9, the union YUz is 
realcompact. Clearly X = Y U Z & F U 2 2 vX. Therefore u U z = vX. This shows 
that the subspaces Y and Z may be assumed to be realcompact. 
Let S,y = {X,,pc,A}, Sy = {yol,qE.A} and Sz = {ZCY:s%,A} be Polish spectra 
such that X = lim SX, Y = 1imSy and Z = 1imSz. By Corollary 4.5, we may 
assume without loss of generality that dimz Y, < dimz Y and dimz 2, < dimz Z 
for each N E A. We will show that Sx contains a cofinal and w-closed subspectrum 
consisting of Polish spaces having the integral cohomological dimension not exceeding 
dimzY +dimzZ+ 1. 
Applying the Spectral Theorem 2.7 to the spectra Sy, Sx and to the inclusion map 
Y -+ X we conclude that there exist a cofinal and w-closed subset AL C A and maps 
i,, : Y;? + X,, such that i,q, = p,/Y for each (u E A:. 
Next we show that there exists a cofinal and w-closed subset A$ of A and maps 
j,, : ofl(Y) ---f Y, such that jNp,/Y = qN for each a E A$. In order to find A$ we 
carry out a spectral search based on Proposition 2.4. 
Consider the following relation .Cy C A’: 
Cl, = {(Cl, R) E .42: o 6 p and there exists a map ji : PO(Y) + Y, such that 
(In = j$U/Y}. 
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Existence condition. Let a: E A and consider the Polish space Y,. Let { VJ : k E w} be 
a countable open basis of Y,. Then the sets q&i (Vk), k E w, are cozero sets in Y. Since Y 
is z-embedded in X, there exist a cozero set Uk in X such that q;’ (Vk) = U, n Y. Since 
the spectrum SX is factorizing, for each k E w there exist an index & 3 cy and an open 
set U,P in the space X0, such that uk = pi: (Up). By Corollary 2.3, there exists an 
index p E A such that /3 3 /& for each k E w. Let Uf = (p,)-‘(Uf”). k E w. Clearly 
l$ is an open set in X0 and pi1 (U/f) = Uk for each k E w. We claim that the map 
ji :pp(Y) + Y, defined by lettingjE(,) = qCY(pp’(x)nY), 2 E pp(Y), is well-defined 
and continuous. Indeed, let us first show that qa(p; ’ (x) n Y) is a singleton. If not, then 
there exist two (different) points zt , zz E p;‘(z) n Y such that qa(zl) # q,(zz). Let vk 
be an element of the above basis of Y, such that qa(xI) E Vk and qa(z2) @ vk. Then 
x1 E uk and 22 6 uk. f!hX uk = pa’(@) we see that pp(xl) E Uf and pp(x2) g$ Uf. 
This contradicts the fact that pg(zt) = IC = pp(x2). Consequently, the map J’! is well- 
defined. Continuity of J’: follows from the equalities (jc)-‘(Vk) = U[ flpp(Y), k E w. 
Note that, by the construction, qa = $&p/Y. The finishes the verification of the existence 
condition. 
Majorantness condition. If the map J’! witnesses the fact that (cr,p) E .Cy and if 
y b /3, then the map jar = jtpz/py(Y) shows that (cr, y) E CY. 
w-closedness condition immediately follows from the fact that the spectrum Sy is 
w-continuous. 
By Proposition 2.4 the set A$ = {a E A: ( IY,~ E y is co na an w ) C } . fi 1 d -closed in A. 
Clearly, if Q E A$, then the map j, = j,,, :p,(Y) --f Y, satisfies the desired equality 
qa = LYPCYIY. 
By Proposition 2.2, the intersection AY = A: n A$ is cofinal and w-closed in A. Let 
us show that dimzp,(Y) < dimz Y. Indeed, consider the composition i,j, : pa(Y) --f 
pa(Y) and let us show that it coincides with the identity map of p,(Y). Let x E pa(Y) 
and y E Y such that p,(y) = x. Then WLy(x)) = G(&(P,(Y))) = G(qa(y)) = 
p,(y) = x. Thus p,(Y) is a retract of a subspace of Y, (namely a retract of i&l (pal(Y))>. 
Consequently, dimz p,(Y) < dim;z Y, 6 dimz Y for each cy E AY. 
Similarly there exists a cofinal and w-closed subset AZ of A such that dimz pcy (2) < 
dimz 2, f dimz 2 for each & E AZ. 
By Proposition 2.2, the intersection B = Ay n AZ is still cofinal and w-closed in A. 
For each Q E B we then have (here we use the corresponding result of [24, Theorem 
8. l] which establishes our theorem for metrizable spaces): 
dimz[p,(X)] = dimz[p,(Y U Z)] = dim&,(X) UP,(~)] 
< dimz[p,(Y)] + dimzbcu(Z)] + 1 6 dimz Y + dimz 2 + 1. 
Consequently, by Corollary 4.5 and Remark 4.8, dimz X < dimz Y + dimz 2 + 1 as 
required. This completes the proof. 0 
Corollary 6.6. ff X is a per&ctly normal space and X = Y U 2, then dimz X < 
dimzY+dimzZ+ 1. 
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Proof. Observe that every subspace of a perfectly normal space is z-embedded (see 
Section 2) and apply Theorem 6.5. 0 
For arbitrary countable abelian groups we have the following statement. 
Proposition 6.7. Let G be a countable abelian group and X be the union of its z- 
embedded subspaces Y and 2. Then dimG X < max{dimG Y, 2) + max{dimG Z,2} + 3. 
Proof. Apply the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 6.5 but use [ 15, Theorem C] 
instead of [24, Theorem 8.11. 0 
Proposition 6.8. Let P be a Polish ANR-space and Y be a z-embedded subspace of a 
space X. Zf P E AE(X), then P E AE(Y). 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 6.5 we may assume that both X and Y are real- 
compact. Let Sx = {X,, p!, A} and S y = {Y,, &, A} be Polish spectra such that 
X = lim SX and Y = lim Sy . By Theorem 4.4, we may assume without loss of gener- 
ality that P E AE(X,) for each Q: E A. 
As in the proof of Theorem 6.5 there exists a cofinal and w-closed subset B of A 
such that for each (Y E B there are maps i, : Y, -+ X, and j, : p,(Y) + Y, such that 
i,q, = p,/Y and j,p,/Y = qa. Consider a subspace Z C Y and a map f : Z -+ P 
such that C(f)(C(P)) C C(Y)/Z. Then, by Lemma 3.3, there exist an index cy E B 
and a map fa! : cly, (qa(Z)) --+ P such that faqa/Z = f. Because of P E AE(X,), we 
have P E AE(p,(Y)). H ence the composition f,j, /j;’ (cly_ (qa (Z))) has an extension 
go1 :p,(Y) ---f P. Then the composition g,i,q, : Y --f P is a desired extension of f. 
Consequently, P E AE(Y). q 
Corollary 6.9. Let G be a countable abelian group and Y be a z-embedded subspace 
of a space X. Then dime Y 6 dimG X. 
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